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This is a general overview of the creation and manufacture of Hot Wheels toy cars. Some rabid
collectors will probably already know a lot, if not all, of the information in the book but I found it to be
highly readable. There's not a lot of minute details but general information about the development
and production of the early years. There is also some general information about Mattel's history.For
toy cars they put a lot of effort into creating them and to this day it still shows. They have held up
well and are still like little trophies to me. There are some details that elude the end of the story, like
one engineer that volunteered to work on a no salary/percentage of production basis. They never
explained what the end result of that bargain was other than it worked well for him in the long
run.Other information like the development of the wire axles, Delrin bearings and the patents
involved really took me by surprise. I had no idea how involved it was to create these little gems and
what a chance they took in producing them. I am even more impressed with the toys after reading
this book. It really was a labor of love to some extent. I also never realized that Elliot Handler's wife
was the primary force behind Barbie.Anyone with even a casual interest in the toys and persons
involved would probably find the information in this book to be insightful. I enjoyed it immensely.

Hot Wheels were a major pastime for me growing up and I'm surprised this book didn't appear
sooner. The wealth of information and anecdotes on how this toy came to be made the book very

entertaining to read. While quite knowledgeable about his subject, the author made a number of
factual errors regarding automotive history (I work in the industry) and was vague about some of the
actual dates during the first few years of Hot Wheels production. Still, the good photography and
artwork have made this one of my favorite books!

I bought this book for my 8 yr old that has every car I think that has ever been made by
hotwheels(these include my old cars from when I was a kid). This book was wonderful. He loved
seeing all the cars he has and some that he needs to get. This book was very well put together and
will be an asset to any car collector or car lovers collection. Alot of information and wonderful photos
inside.

It tells a very good story on mattel's hotwheels cars and accessories from past and present
empolyees at mattel .
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